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With annotations in 

the notes pane

anon review
Sticky Note
Plan for this talk: I am going to give a special kind of presentation—I’m just going to answer your questions. Therefore, I made a special deck with more detailed bullet points than I would use in a typical presentation. These bullet points are meant to be meaningful by themselves. It’s not necessary for me to “gloss” them.One reason I’m doing this is that presenting is a familiar topic—not that much to explain. Another is the Professor Neff asked me to make this guest class as interactive as possible.So, please take 5-6 minutes to read these slides. As you do so, mark any of the 24 bullet points that you would like me to elaborate on. What are your questions, comments, counter-arguments, etc. Anything goes. Also, please raise issues I didn’t think to include.



General guidelines 

1. PowerPoint can only “support” a presentation. 

Ultimately, it about speaking to people.

2. You don’t need to use slides all through the 

presentation. You can set them aside.

3. Your presentation should be a “lite” version of your 

published paper. The oral medium isn’t suited for 

intricate content.

4. Consider distributing handouts of your slides.

5. Follow the norms of your discipline.
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1. An oral presentation is finally about you talking to your audience. PowerPoint can provide good support, but it’s only a means of support.2. People tend to begin their presentation with PowerPoint and just run through a succession of slides—often in an inflexibly linear sequence. Not every part of a presentation needs PowerPoint. There are plenty of times when it’s best to turn the screen blank (or just ignore it) and hold a discussion with the audience.3. The real-time oral medium is not well suited for complex material that people will want to examine. It’s often best to make the oral presentation a “lite” version of your conference paper or even an “advertisement” for it.4. You empower your audience by providing them with a handout of your slides. They can jump ahead, review a slide, etc. The drawback is that you are creating competition for yourself. Therefore, theatrical speakers or speakers in theatrical situations won’t do this. A compromise is to distribute handouts after the talk. Tell the audience you will do so they don’t waste time taking notes.5. Follow the norms and conventions of your discipline or the particular audience for your talk. Also follow the expectations of the speech genre you’re working in. This trumps my other guidelines.



Design—1

1. Don’t put too much text in your slides. Avoid the 

“split attention” problem where people must choose 

between reading and listening.

2. It’s best if bullet points carry some meaning.

3. Beware of  expanding your slides for standalone 

use.

4. It’s OK to be prompted by your slides, but slide text 

should not be used as speaker’s notes.

5. Make sure your text and graphics will be large 

enough. Screen captures can be a big problem.
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1. Your bullet points and other slide text are just the skeleton of  the oral channel. Don’t try to tell the story with your slide text. If you do have an extensive element of slide text, pause and give the audience time to read it.2. Bullet points must be brief, but they should make some kind of sense. Try to avoid bullet points that are totally cryptic.3. Often the deck that supports a presentation is used in “standalone mode,” by people who didn’t attend the presentation. This can be a pitfall. If you make your deck complete enough to function well in standalone mode, the slides will probably be too text laden to support your presentation properly. One solution is to put more detail in the notes pane. 4. It’s OK to peak at each slide when it is first presented to remember what’s on it and what you need to say to gloss (elaborate on) that slide. But you should do this quickly and relatively seamlessly. More important, slide content must serve the needs of the audience. Don’t write slide text that is really your speaking notes. Your speaking notes (to the extent that you have any) should be private.5. You should anticipate the setting of your talk and use a font size that will ensure that your slides will be legible. But also keep in mind that your graphics must be legible as well. Often presenters include screen captures (and similar graphics) and fail to blow them up sufficiently. Sometimes you need to create multiple graphics to show enlargements of each portion of a screen capture or other graphic.



Design—2

6. Simple slides are fine—avoid distracting 

backgrounds and elaborate slide transitions. Don’t 

put a logo on every page.
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Many backgrounds interfere with the legibility of the slide content—especially slide text. Also, slide backgrounds and logos reduce the already reduce the already limited amount of usable space on the slides. Also, what new information does the same decorative element or logo really add when it appears on slide after slide. If you create minimalist decks, even small differences, like adding an arrow, draw attention



Design—3

7. Size and position your graphics consistently. There 

should be no “jumping.”
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Be a good craftsperson when you build you decks. Decks don’t need to be elaborate, but they shouldn’t have glitches. One glitch is careless positioning of graphical elements. If you have two closely related graphics appearing on successive slides, they should normally be sized and positioned identically. The audience should not see a jump (as you see here) when you transition from one slide to another.



Rehearsing—1

1. Build your deck, rehearse, tweak your deck, and 

rehearse again.

2. Don’t rehearse to memorize.

3. Prepare for the unexpected.

4. If possible, give practice presentations.
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1. As you rehearse with a deck, you see better ways to phrase your bullet points, different sequences of bullet points on a slide, and even different ways to organize the deck. Therefore, you should not finish and “freeze” the deck before you rehearse with it. It’s very beneficial to build a good draft deck, use the rehearsal to identify ways to improve (“tweak”) the deck, make the changes and continue to rehearse. If you need to submit the deck before you give the presentation, you need to do some of your rehearsing before the deck is finalized and submitted.



Rehearsing—2

5. Consider using the notes pane to record your ideas 

about each slide. This helps prevent verbose 

slides.



Presenting—1

1. Expect to be nervous. Then you won’t be surprised

2. Scout out the room and projector set-up before you 

present.

3. To reduce nervousness, chat with a few audience 

members before the session starts.

4. Bring a 6-slide per-page handout to the podium. Or 

use Presenter View (PowerPoint ‘07). 

5. Put VERY few notes on your copy of the handout.
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1. It is natural to be nervous about presenting. Even experienced presenters are nervous (although hey may not let you see it). Just accept nervousness as an aspect of presenting. You may even be pleasantly surprised if you are less nervous than you expected to be. 2. If possible, scout out the conference room you will be presenting in the night before your conference session. (Or something similar in other venues). You will be less nervous if you’ve previously seen the room. Also, you can look at the podium or table and decide how you will set up your computer, notes, etc. You may even want to ask for changes—such as a different seating arrangement. One caveat: sometimes a conference room will be changed between sessions, so the seating or other aspects of the room may change between the time you scout it and when you give the presentation.  It is also possible that you can ask the conference organizers how you want your room configured or at least find out in advance how it will be configured.3. They key thing about presenting is that you are just talking to people—something you do all the time. Try not to think about “an audience.” Think about people. Don’t let your nervousness put you in a hermetically sealed bubble that cuts you off from the audience. A good way to feel in touch with the audience is to chat with a few of the attendees before your presentation starts. This helps you envision the “audience” as just a collection of people. Also remember that these folks are on your side. 4-5. You cannot be wed to your notes, but it’s OK to bring a handout with thumbnails of your slides to the podium. If nothing else they can remind you what your next (and upcoming) slides are about. If you put notes on your copy of the handout—and there should be very few notes—transitional comments are a good idea. It can be hard to find the words that take you from one section of your slide to the next. Once you are actually glossing a bullet point, the words tend to come more easily.



Presenting—2

6. Use pauses , movement, and gestures strategically 

to control attention.

7. Use a light pen if you need to refer often to slides.
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6. It’s amazing what a simple pause can do when you are presenting. Pauses are a good way to let the audience process a complex or provocative idea. Long pauses will draw attention to yourself. If you want to become a dramatic, theatrical presenter, a good first step is to develop an appreciation for pauses and experiment with the use of pauses. Strategic movement is also a good way to draw attention to yourself and to emphasize an idea. Also, you can move closer to different parts of the audience—even move into the seating area—which will increase the audience’s attention and energy level. You will probably need a wireless remote so that you can advance your slides while you are standing away from your computer.7. Often it is desirable to draw the user’s attention to very specific parts of a graphic—for example, a cell on a table or a widget on an interface. A light pen can serve this person well. However, a lot of people are annoyed by the excessive use of a light pen. Use it sparingly. You can also use your computer’s mouse pointer to point to parts of a graphic and PowerPoint has a variety of built-in pointer options.  I once came to conference prepared to use a light pen and discovered that my computer was hooked up to two different screens. This made the light pen unusable because I would not be able to point to one screen and then the other.



Questions?

The End




